Viafirma Suite
Platform - Authentication and electronic signature
It is our authentication and digital signature platform based on the use of electronic certificates
guaranteeing the maximum safety level.
Simplifies the development of applications that require the usage of digital certificates, based on
their inclusion as a service. Any application can include authentication and digital signature using
the services offered by the system, abstracting the applications from problems and technical
complexities associated with the usage of digital certificates.
This tool is a response to the growing need of incorporating services for ensuring the security,
authenticity and integrity in business transactions, standing out for its easy integration and usage.
Mobile - Electronic signature for mobile phones and tablets
The main electronic signature platforms of market, like Viafirma Platform, allow to provide
authentication and electronic signature features to Web and desktop applications they integrate with.
In this traditional scenario users access from their computer with web browsers (or desktop
applications) to applications provided with digital signature.
However, more and more users are interacting with systems information through mobile devices:
smartphones, tablets... that is why electronic signature is needed on mobile devices. The answer lies
in the capacity of the Viafirma Mobile ecosystem, composed by Viafirma Platform and a set of
electronic signature clients for most of the mobile operating systems and published for free in
mobile applications markets.
Inbox - Electronic signatures agenda
Viafirma Inbox allows viewing, electronic signature, validation and custody of all types of documents
in electronic form.
This is a Electronic Signatures Agenda which make easier the pending-of-signed document management
providing them an approval and signatures workflow.
This web solution that follows the pattern of “e-mail client” organizes the signature agenda thanks
to the notification and planning of the documents’ expiration date in signing.
Smartcard Reader - Smartcard support on iPhone and iPad
Our Viafirma SmartCard Reader supports the fully electronic ID for iPhone and iPad tablets, capable
of both authentication and recognized electronic signature in these devices.
The addition of this electronic ID support on iPhone and iPad,
help to enhance the electronic signature, but also effectively
electronic ID. With this advance, using the Spanish electronic
easy as plugging the reader, insert the card and enter the PIN

and Android coming soon, will not only
promote the use of the Spanish
ID on our smartphone or tablet is as
when the application asks us for it.

This is an important worldwide technological advancement, making this Andalusian firm in the first
worldwide company which offer such support.
To watch Viafirma SmartCard Reader running please visit our Youtube channel at www.youtube.com/
viafirma
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